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1 A simple construction

This section contains a summary of why we think that the simple con-
struction which calls Extract on the three keys without expanding first
requires to assume that Extract is a Triple-PRF.
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Fig. 1: Direct Extract.

In the direct-extract construction
(Figure 1), let us consider an at-
tack where the init secret is good,
but the adversary knows (and can
influence) the commit secret. Let
us also assume, for simplicity, that
the PSK is 0 and does not con-
tribute any entropy. Now, if the
adversary can manage to instruct
different group members to use a
different commit secret with the
same init secret, then the adver-
sary will see multiple extractions from
init secret which should exhaust
the entropy of init secret. Thus, an
extraction assumption is not enough
and one rather relies on a PRF-type
assumption where the PRF is keyed
with init secret. For analogous rea-
sons (e.g., (1) a “good” PSK with a
different commit secret due to dis-
agreement on which commit secret to
use; (2) a “good” commit secret and
different PSK due to disagreement on
which PSK to use), we would also need
PRF-type assumptions on the other
inputs, thus leading to the ad hoc as-
sumption that Extract is a triple-PRF.



Extract XOR

adds entropy additively Yes No
(improves robustness in
case secrets are drawn

from too low-entropy source.
Entropy accumulates fast.)

provides security if all Yes No
secrets are high-entropy
but happen to be highly

correlated.

preserves full entropy No Yes
of a single source

requires non-standard Yes No
extractor assumption (*)

(a) (*) The assumption is that Extract(Scr, k1, k2, k3) is a good extractor when one
key is sampled with high entropy, independently from the salt and the other two keys
are adversarially chosen, possibly depending on the salt.
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(b) Using an extractor to extract from the
three keys which are generated by the three
Expand functions.
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(c) Using xor to extract from the three keys
which are generated by the three Expand

functions.

Fig. 2: Two proposals to combine three secrets into one.



2 Proposals

Section 2.2 compares the proposal by Brzuska and Winkelmann1 (below
in Figure 2c) with the modified proposal which replaces XOR with Extract

(Figure 2b). Figure 2a summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of
the two variants. Before turning to this discussion, Section 2.1 briefly ex-
plains why the concern discussed in Section 1 does not apply to Figure 2b.

2.1 Advantages of Expanding before Extracting

Throughout this subsection, Extract refers to the Extract function which
extracts from the 3 keys obtained from the Expand functions (Figure 2b)
and not to the extraction from the PSK. Assume that the ctx value
changes whenever one of the input keys change. In this case, when one
outputs of Expand changes, all three outputs of Expand change. Thus,
each input to the Extract function is only used once, and when the ctx

value for one of them changes, then the other inputs change, too, thus
preventing the triple-PRF ad hoc assumption which we discussed in Sec-
tion 1. We now turn to the comparison of the two proposals in Figure 2b
and Figure 2c.

2.2 Comparison of the two proposals

We now discuss each item listed in the table in Figure 2a individually.

Additive of entropy If all keys have only 1
3 of the overall necessary entropy,

then the Extract function behaves additively with respect to this entropy.
That is, if each of the keys has 40 bits entropy, the resulting secret has 3 ·
40 = 120 bits of entropy minus some loss of entropy induced by extractors
(at least in theory). The XOR function is not as good in this case. To see
this, let us consider the worst-case that for all three keys, the 40 bits
entropy are concentrated in the first 40 bits of either key. In this case, the
XOR of the three keys still has only 40 bits of entropy.

Does this matter? One might hope that, coming from Expand, the
entropy is more evenly spread rather than concentrated in the same po-
sitions and so, XOR might not be as bad as illustrated in the example.
However, we are not aware of a theoretically sound study which would
support this thesis. One might also consider the case, where all keys are
routinely generated with too little entropy and thus, sufficient entropy

1 http://chrisbrzuska.de/2020-NPRF.html



only accumulates after several updates. Extract gives a relatively sound
argument for entropy accumulating as fast as possible. We only consider
this argument as relatively sound, since adversarially influence might de-
pend on the salt which requires a non-standard assumption on Extract,
which we discuss further below.

Correlated secrets We consider the case where secrets are highly corre-
lated, but have high entropy individually (i.e., the joint distribution has
roughly as much entropy as the marginal distribution of either key rather
than three times as much). An example of this is commit secret being
defined as the hash of init secret which might happen, e.g., due to mis-
understandings on the implementation side. In this case, XOR only gives
guarantees when making the strong assumption of related-key security on
Expand. In turn, Extract provides security also for correlated inputs as
long as the overall entropy is sufficiently high.

Does this matter? It is hard to say whether related-key security on
Expand or the non-standard assumption on Extract is “worse”, but in
a way, dependency on the seed might be much harder to exploit than
breaking related-key security. However, the difference is subtle. This at-
tack consideration matters if we believe that it is likely that key material
will indeed be correlated. This might be most relevant to the PSK since
it is external to the protocol itself.

Preserves entropy of a single source If a single source provides the entire
entropy, then XOR perfectly maintains it, whereas Extract might lose
some entropy.

Does this matter? This seems most relevant for the case, where a key
has barely enough entropy and the loss of the extractor pushes the entropy
below the limit where it suffices for security. I.e., if the implementation
of the key generation is very poor or very well done, then the extractor-
induced loss of entropy might be less relevant. It is in the case where
the implementation of the key generation is slightly flawed so that the
entropy is roughly the limit where the extractors entropy loss matters for
an attack.

Requires non-standard extractor assumption The assumption on Extract

is that if the input keys have sufficient entropy, then Extract provides a
key with (almost) the same entropy. In particular, if the number of bits of
entropy exceeds the length of the output key of Extract, then Extract

returns an (almost) uniformly random value. The standard-version of this
assumption draws the salt independently at random. In our version, we



would fix the salt to a random value at time of protocol standardization.
As a result, the keys might depend on the salt, and in this case, stan-
dard extractor analysis does not apply. E.g., if the extractor is known,
one might draw keys only from a distribution, where the first bit of the
extraction is zero (half of the keys satisfy this property, so the distribu-
tion is still high-entropy.) yielding a key which is easy to distinguish from
random although the inputs have (very) high entropy.

Does this matter? It is not a theoretically sound assumption. A prac-
tical attack could be as follows: If an adversary knows the ctx and the
seed, then the attacker could try out different PSK values where the ex-
traction has properties which the adversary finds desirable. If the PSK is
determined after the init secret and the commit secret, then such an
attack might be relevant.

2.3 Further Consideration and Conclusion

The use of XOR is theoretically more sound, assuming that keys are, indeed,
independently generated by honest parties. This requires careful engineer-
ing as to avoid external processes to access protocol-internal key mate-
rial. The necessary cryptography-awareness might not always be available
in all contexts where the protocol is used. In turn, Extract relies on a
theoretically less sound assumption, but is more robust against possible
misuses.
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